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of the other linear combination of these two
states which is orthogonal to the one produced.
In the present model, this decoupled state is K~
defined by Eq. (2c). It is hard to believe that this
state should have the same mass as the K' and

K, despite the difference in strong and electro-
magnetic interactions such as those responsible
for the K'-K mass difference or the wK mass
difference. It is much easier to believe that
there is a CP nonconservation.
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al Conference on Elementary Particles, September
1965 (Rutherford High Energy Laboratory, Chilton,
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terference experiments rule out all theories with extra
hadrons. The possibility of an extra kaon which only
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It is assumed that the contributions of baryon Hegge trajectories cancel in the imagi-
nary parts of meson-baryon scattering amplitudes in states of the SU(3) representations
10* and 27. Predictions concerning interaction ratios, mass splitting, and particle mix-
ing are made and compared with experiment.

The following "exchange -degeneracy hypothe-
sis" has been useful recently in particle physics:
In the imaginary part of any two-hadron scatter-
ing amplitude of internal quantum numbers for
which no resonances exist, the contributions of
t-channel Regge trajectories cancel and those of
u-channel trajectories also cancel. '~' This usu-
ally requires "exchange" degeneracy of trajecto-
ries corresponding to physical particles of oppo-
site parity and spins differing by unity. In this
paper, we apply the hypothesis to the contribu-
tions of baryon trajectories to the scattering of
pseudoscalar mesons (P) from jP = 2~ baryons
(&). Approximate SU(3) symmetry is assumed;
the SU(3) implications are surprising because of
the different multiplets observed for baryons of
even and odd parities.

We first consider the limit of exact SU(3) sym-
metry. Schmid has pointed out that the j
&*(1765) lies very close to the trajectory of the

= 4~ &~(1382), and that this is implied by the
exchange-degeneracy hypothesis and the absence
of resonances in K& states. s Extended to SU(3),
the argument implies that the contributions of the
jP = 2+ decuplet trajectory [denoted by (s+, LO)]
and the (2, 8) trajectory must cancel in all P&
states of the representations 10* and 27. We de-
note by 8;= P; IO*/pi 27 the residue ratio in P&
states of representations 10* and 27 of a trajec-
tory of SU(3) multiplet i. Our hypothesis implies

that the 8 values of the two exchange-degenerate
multiplets must be the same. It can be seen from
the octet-octet crossing matrix that B»= 3 while
R, is given in terms of the F/D ratio by the for-
mula

where we take D= I so &=&/D. ' The value 8=3
corresponds to a double root of &, with the value

We assume throughout the paper that the
ratios of particle-trajectory couplings of the
same spin structure are independent of momen-
tum transfer and so are the same in the exchange
region and the physical region of the resonance
decays. The value + = -3 is not far from the val-
ue -0.14 that is determined from the decays of
the (2, 8) particles. '~s

A model that fits very well the observed quan-
tum numbers of resonances is the quark model,
or the closely related SU(6)g model. ~ In quark
terminology, the quantum numbers of the ~th lev-
el of resonances are obtained by adding l units of
orbital angular momentum to the basic SU(6) rep-
resentation 56 (if l is even) or 70 (if I is odd).
The spin-SU(3) structure of the 70, and the E val-
ues that follow from SU(6) gr symmetry, are

(g, 8)P 5/3, (2, 8)P 1. (2)

Since the physical multiplet (&, 8) corresponds
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to the (z~, 8) of the 70, the exchange-degeneracy
prediction agrees with the quark model.

In the quark scheme, the candidates for ex-
change-degenerate partners with the basic (2

8) baryon multiplet are (g, 8) twice, (~, 1), and

(a, 10). It is seen from Eq. (1) that the ratio R,
that corresponds to the SU(6) value of +=

aa for
the basic baryon octet is R, = —6/7, and that this
value corresponds to one other value of I', I"
= 5/3. This is the other F of the SU(6) gr model,
as seen from Eq. (2). Experimentally, there is
solid evidence for one j = g octet, and a phase
measurement indicates that + &1 for this octet. '~

The g singlet and a state of the decuplet also
have been discovered. ~ It follows from the oc-
tet-octet crossing matrix that the R value for a
singlet -decuplet mixture is

(3)

where C& is the sum of the squares of the cou-
plings of a state of multiplet t with all PB states.
The condition R = -6/7 implies C«2/C, '= 1/18.

Our results suggest that there are two types of
exchange -degenerate Regge trajectories, repre-
sented schematically for an angular-momentum
interval of two by the diagram

10 = 8 (-4) = 10, 8 (-')
+ gj=] —,~j=1 + + 4j=1 8 (5/3)

1 + (1/18) 10 (4)

The sign is the parity, and the number in paren-
thesis for an octet is the + value. On the second
trajectory, the sum of the residues of the odd-

parity octet and singlet-decuplet combination
should compensate for the even-parity octet in
10* and 27 scattering states. Consistency could
be obtained if & for the 8 on the lower trajecto-
ry and (C«/C, )' were different from the above
values, provided that the ratio P,~~/P» of the sum
of the octet, singlet, and decuplet were unchanged
There is not much room for this type of varia-
tion though, since both the ~*EN interactions of
these odd-parity multiplets must be small.

Iri the quark model, one of the predicted 1=2
multiplets is of type (~, 10), but no spin--,' real-
izations of the corresponding Regge trajectories
exist. According to our scheme, the j = 2 multi-
plet on the exchange-degenerate trajectory is
(2, 8F ~). This multiplet is predicted in the

quark model, but its physical existence is uncer-
tain. "

We now calculate some partial widths for thePj = x resonances, assuming a simple k'/M'
phase space factor for the D-wave PB decays,
where ~ is the resonance mass. We assume sin-
glet-octet mixing for the A (1519) and A(1695),
with a mixing angle 6I whose sign is chosen to
best fit the data and whose magnitude is deter-
mined from the assumption that the octet state
and the &*(1525), &*(1660), and -*(1815)satisfy
the Gell-Mann-Okubo linear mass formula. '
This leads to &=21', with the &(1519)primarily
a singlet. We take + for the octet to be 5/3 (as
predicted earlier), and the amplitude C, of the
octet coupling from the measured N*(1525) —wN

Table I. Experimental and predicted partial widths
of A* particles, in MeV.

KN
A*(1519)

,7t Z
A+(1695)

nZ

Experimental
Predicted

7.2
6.2

72
7.2 (input) 7.7

23
22.5

~ decay. " If C, is chosen so that the &(1519)-»
decay is fitted, then C,/C, =0.50, and the other
nZ and KN widths of the two A's may be calculat-
ed. The results are compared with experiment
in Table I.

We may use the value of C, determined above
to test the prediction (C«/C, )'= 1/18 by assuming
that the D» rN resonance observed at 1691 MeV
by Donnachie, Kirsopp, and Lovelace, is a mern-
ber of our (2, 10) multiplet. '0 The predicted and
experimental rN partial widths are 27 MeV arid
-37 MeV, respectively.

One may take into account symmetry breaking
in applying the exchange -degeneracy hypothesis
by considering separately PS states with Iz and
~ quantum numbers that do not correspond to the
representation 10. This procedure leads to the
prediction that the Z*'s of the (g, 8) and (2, 10)
should be nearly degenerate, and the two "*'s
should be nearly degenerate. The experimental
situation with respect to these particles is not
yet clear. The branching ratios will depend on
the mixing, but in the case of degeneracy, the ra-
tios of sums of the decays rates of the two ~'s
and of the two ='s (uncorrected for phase space

21.6
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differences) are

Table rr. The A/(A+Z') coupling ratios, multiplied
by 28, for the j =& (F=3) and & (F=5/3) octets, and
for the 2 singlet-decuplet combination.

Z P state ~+Z" state PRO state

F=—2
F=5/3
1+ (1/18)10

27
27
27

12
3

27

3
12
27

Z*(w Z:vrA:ZN) = 1:0.15:0.10

"*(ZZ:EA:w:")= 1:0.32:0.15,

where the coupling ratio (Cs/CM)' has been taken
from (C, /C, )s = I/18 and the value of C,/C, in
Table I.

We next consider the possible consequences of
the mass splitting of the basic ~ and ~, a split-
ting that is preserved (and increased somewhat)
for the j = 2 recurrences of these particles. "We
assume exact SU(3) symmetry of the interaction
constants. Strict application of the exchange -de-
generacy hypothesis leads to the following re-
sults: The four ~ and ~' particles of the j
octet, singlet, and decuplet should be classifi-
able in two sets, a light set on the A(1116) tra-
jectory, and a heavy set on the &(1193)trajecto-
ry. Application of the principle to such states as
PK0 (where &+ exchange contributes) implies that
the two a &'s should lie on the Z(1193) trajecto-
ry, so the possibilities for the light set are one
or both of the 2 ~'s. If the contributions of the
light-set particles are to cancel the A(1116) con-
tribution for the KP, s'+Z, and K states,
then the ratio of light-set/heavy-set contributions
to each of these states must be the same as the
ratio of A(1116)/Z (1193)contributions. The var-
ious relevant A/(A+&e) ratios are given in Table
II. Since all the A/(A+ Z') ratios of the table for
the K P state are 27/28, the entire odd-parity
contribution to the K p state must result from
the light set. One possibility is for both A's to
be in the light set. In this case, if C,/C, is of
such a value that the light/heavy ratio for the
~+&+ state is equal to the required 4, the light/
heavy ratio for the &'"' state is 1.7, which is
far from the value 3/25 that corresponds to the
even-parity A and ~ .

The other possibility, one ~ in the light set,
satisfies the K P requirement if the mixing is
such that the heavy A is not coupled to the ZN
state. This implies the condition (C,/C, ) cot&

= (5/12)"'. The proper light-set/heavy-set ratio
for the couplings to the r+~+ state will be ob-
tained simultaneously if the further condition
(Cs/C~) tan&=r~(5/12) ' is satisfied. In such a
case, the light/heavy ratio for the Ko-"' state is
0.49, a much better (though not perfect) fit. The
two conditions listed above imply the values C,/

0.37 and ~ = 30', which are not far from the
values of 0.50 and 21' used in Table I." [Actual-
ly, the &(1660) and A(1695) probably lie above
the Z(1193) trajectory, as this trajectory cross-
es j= g at 1590 MeV if it is linear in energy-
squared. ]

The A and ~0 also contribute to the following
three inelastic amplitudes in channels with no
resonances: K &-KP, K & —&, and
K'Z+ -m+ . Application of the exchange -degen-
eracy principle to the first of these reinforces
the conclusion that a "heavy-set" ~ should not
couple to the ++ state, while application to the
other two processes requires that the relative
K-=/sZ phases of the A(1116) and A*(1519)are
the same, a. condition that is satisfied by our
mixing parameters. "

The above argument implies that whenever an
even-parity ~ and A are split, the odd-parity ~
on the trajectory of the even-parity A should be
mostly singlet with an octet component of the
sign that leads to an increased KN/m& interac-
tion ratio. This kind of mixture is observed for
the j+ = a A(1405), although in this case the
even-parity (j =

&) states on the trajectory are
not yet discovered. '6

One of the most important experimental conse-
quences of our predictions is that of the odd-pari-
ty A's and ~'s, only the ~'s associated with the
even-parity decuplet trajectory and the mixed ~'s
that are primarily SU(3) singlets should have
large branching fractions to &N states.

If nature were different in one aspect, i.e., if
the baryon resonances of odd "quark-model level"
l corresponded to the representation (56, 2&+ 1)
of SU(6) mlO(3), rather than (70, 2&+ 1), the ex-
change-degenerate baryon partners could belong
to the same SV(3) representations, so that the
cancellation conditions of this paper could be sat-
isfied more simply. However, in such an alter-
nate world, baryon-trajectory cancellation in the
representations 10* and 27 would imply cancella-
tion in all other I'B representations as well.
Thus, combination of the exchange-degeneracy
hypothesis with the bootstrap idea that baryon-
exchange forces help produce resonances pro-
vides a possible dynamical reason for the physi-
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cally observed alternation of the SU(6) represen-
tations 56 and 70.
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